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DENT SECTOR FUND

A FUND FOR INVESTING IN ALL ECONOMIC CYCLES
 

Access a lifetime of expert investment knowledge from Harry S. Dent Jr, a bestselling author on 
global economics, a demographic expert and a Harvard educated economist

Invest Now PDS

Harry S. Dent Jr | Chief Investment Officer

Harry is the Chief Investment Officer of the Dent Sector Fund.

As a world renown economic commentator and a regular expert speaker with the world’s leading 
media, he has spent a lifetime speaking to leading executives, financial advisers and investors 
around the world about demographics and the power of identifying different cycles and sectors. 

A lifetime considering real choices made by millions of real people across the globe. 

It is experience that allows him to identify the changing investment seasons, and offer truly 
meaningful insight to what we can expect in the future. 

https://dentsectorfund.mainstreamfs.com/apply
https://dentsectorfund.mainstreamfs.com/apply
https://www.dentsectorfund.com.au/pds
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The Dent Sector Fund

The Dent Sector Fund takes advantage of Harry’s vision, and represents the first time that 
ordinary investors can invest as Harry would.

Harry believes that the best investment sectors are driven by fundamental trends that are 
reflected in cycles that have their existence firmly in the past, and which provide a stepping stone 
to the future.

The Fund’s investments are selected based on what Harry believes is the likely future.

This fund offers a unique opportunity to access Harry’s wisdom. A simple and affordable way to 
invest as he would.

We invite you to join us.

Andrew Stewart | Chief Executive Officer

Andrew is the Chief Executive Officer, responsible for the management of the Dent Sector
Fund.

Andrew has more than three decades as an investment professional. He is the Founding
Director of one of Australia’s leading Australian Wealth Management businesses, with over
$500m of wealth under advice.

Passionate about philanthropy, Andrew is also a Director of Droplets in a Stream,
travelling each year for the past decade to Uganda and Kenya to work, hands on, with those in
need.

https://www.dias.asn.au/


Join the Dent Sector Fundʼs mailing list for monthly updates and 
exclusive invitations to Dent Sector Fund live events and webinars.
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